
PRODUCT CATALOG
KERATIN THICKENING FIBERS SYSTEM



We’ve got 
you covered
Fiberbond Keratin Thickening Fibers blend seamlessly with your 

own hair to fill in thinning areas and conceal hair loss. 

Fiberbond is an instant solution to the age-old problem of hair loss 

and thinning in men and women. Through the body’s natural static 

charge, thousands of small protein fibers bond to your own hair to 

create the immediate effect of fuller hair.







THE FIBERBOND COLLECTION IS FORMULATED WITH 

Formaflex
Technology
Through the body’s natural static charge, thousands of small keratin 

fibers wrap and bond to the hair, instantly creating fullness and 

concealing hair loss. FormaFlex Technology allows the fibers to 

intuitively move and flex with the hair to create a seamless look and 

the feel of natural hair.



Let your 
confidence 
show
Receive the perfect mix of signature products to transform your look 

instantly. Precisely control the filling in of thinning and patchy hair 

growth patterns, then Set and Seal hair for all day wear. The Hair Loss 

Concealing Kit is ideal for all stages of hair thinning.

KIT INCLUDES:

1 - Pro Fiber Precision Control Applicator 

1 - Fiber Lock Set & Seal Spray - 150ml

1 - Keratin Thickening Fibers - 28g

1 - Hairline Optimizer Tool

1 - Applicator Charger



HAIR LOSS CONCEALING KIT
KERATIN THICKENING FIBERS SYSTEM





Let the 
journey 
begin
Transform fine, thin or thinning hair instantly with thousands of tiny 

protein fibers that adhere statically to the hair.

Fiberbond is an instant solution to the age-old problem of hair loss 

and thinning in men and women. This is a common issue that affects 

many and can hinder the way your final style looks and even self-

confidence.

COLOR SWATCHES

Shades
for days
8 natural expertly blended shades for the perfect blend with 

FormaFlex Technology.



Pro Fiber 
Precision Control Applicator 

The Pro Fiber Precision Control Applicator is a patented and 
unique electronic device, featuring three-speed options for 
customizable application. The world’s first and only electric 
hair fiber sprayer is ergonomically designed for easier, more 
comfortable application. Comes with a chargeable lithium 
battery. 

USE: Unscrew the cap from the Thickening Fibers bottle, remove the sifter and screw 

the bottle onto the bottom of the device. Use the +/- buttons to control the density 

level of fibers released. Press button to dispense fibers onto hair. Secure bond with a 

light layer of Fiber Lock Sealer to keep fibers in place. Adjust density level if needed. 

If the applicator becomes clogged, detach the nozzle, unscrew the hair fibers bottle 

and lightly blow air into the opening.

Fiber Lock 
Set & Seal Spray 

Fiber Lock Set & Seal Spray is designed to secure the bond 
between Keratin Thickening Fibers and your existing hair. Its 
fast-drying formula ensures hair fibers will stay in place through 
a variety of conditions–rain, wind, exercise and more. Strands will 
remain soft and shiny due to its ultra-light, workable formula.

USE: After applying the Keratin Thickening Fibers, spray a light layer of Fiber Lock 

from 8-10 inches away to secure the fiber bond. Reapply as necessary. 

NON AEROSOL

150 ml / 5.07 fl. oz.



Keratin Thickening Fibers 
8 Shades 

Keratin Thickening Fibers blend seamlessly with your own hair 
to fill in thinning areas and conceal hair loss. Through the body’s 
natural static charge, thousands of small protein fibers bond to 
your own hair to create the immediate effect of fuller hair.  

USE: with Precision Control Applicator: Prepare the hair by brushing it into desired 

style. Remove the sifter and screw the bottle onto the bottom of the applicator. Use 

the +/- buttons to control the density level of fibers released. Press button to dispense 

fibers onto hair. Keratin Thickeing Fibers can also be used without the applicator. 

Remove seal and shake fibers onto thinning areas until desired coverage is achieved. 

Secure the bond with a light layer of Fiber Lock Sealer to keep fibers in place. For use 

on dry hair only. 

Hairline Optimizer 

The Fiberbond Hairline Optimizer is the perfect tool for a natural 
hairline finish. It provides precision application and prevents 
the Keratin Thickening Fibers from falling onto the face. It can 
also be used for controlling application on facial hair. 

USE: Place the tooth side of the Hairline Optimizer on the desired hairline and apply 

the Keratin Thickening Fibers. Continue application and build up to the desired 

coverage level. Finish with the Fiberlock Set and Spray for all day hold.  

AVAILABLE SIZES

45g / 1.59 oz., 28g / 0.99 oz. and 15g / 0.53 oz. COLOR OPTIONS

BLACK DARK 
BROWN

MEDIUM 
BROWN

LIGHT 
BROWN BLONDE MEDIUM 

BLONDE GRAY AUBURN



progenfiberbond.com

ORDER YOUR HAIR LOSS CONCEALING STARTER KIT ONLINE TODAY!

fiberbond@progenglobal.com   o: 1-855-747-9292
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